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an historic home reflects the philosophy 
and panache of its owner, who has 
artfully curated a considered yet 

unexpected mix of decor
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opposite: above the living room’s limestone 

fireplace,  designed by yovanovitch, is an 

artwork by mark francis. the daybed by 

James mont, circa 1940, was purchased from 

a gallery in new york. in the corner hangs 

a sculpture by franck scurti which consists 

of part bertoia chair and a globe in papier 

this page: the keystone bears the 

construction date and name of 

this historic home, huntingtower, 

bestowed by the original owner. 

opposite page: inspired by the  

name and family holidays spent on 

safari in namibia and botswana, 

owner/designer caecilia potter 

commissioned a fresco (by art & 

interiors) in the powder room  

of sunset stripes, with cast 

porcelain trophy heads from 

meÏzai. details, last pages. 
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the front-of-house formal dining 

room is the scene of many a long 

dinner party. the walls, painted in 

quarter-strength ‘ash’ by resene,  

are hung with artworks by mclean 

edwards and Jan senberg. two 

ptolomeo book towers by bruno 

rainaldi for moco frame the  

opening between the dining  

room and the billiard room.  

the chivasso ‘blackbird’ sheer  

curtains admit a filtered light.
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this page: in the downstairs study, 

eschewing the heritage approach, 

potter riffed on the past in library 

panels etched with extracts of text 

on the house’s history. opposite: she 

furnished the formal sitting room, 

top right, with furry ‘J.J.’ armchairs 

by antonio citterio, poliform’s 

silver ‘basso’ side tables, a zebra rug 

from namibia, primitive masks, nic 

goodwolf’s voyages painting and  

a ‘cloud’ series sculpture by guan  

wei. right: the 1890 ‘elevator’ billiard 

table doubles duty as a dining table.

“He who has a garden 
and a library wants for 
nothing” – Cicero 00bc
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When designer Caecilia Potter flings open the door to her historic  
inner-Melbourne home, you know the inside schemes won’t hang on heritage. 
Her dress – an artful mismatching of drop-hemmed skirt, cropped leather 
jacket, red Le Corbusier specs, and paper-boy cap – reveals that prescriptive 
style just isn’t her schtick. But should you miss the fashion message that  
here lives a woman not bound by the formal rules of engagement, then the 
Jolly Roger flag flapping high above the hilltop house and the porte-cochère’s 
pig – a beast of a black table designed by the all-female Swedish collective 
Front – make it implicit. “Meet Big Jim,” says Potter, explaining that her 
two teenage sons named the plastic porker after their father – a businessman 
whose familial connections to Africa later show in fantastic interior displays 
of tribal carving and big-game trophies. “Jasper and Cyrus do like to joke.” 

But she is quick to correct any perception that Jim’s bulk and behaviours 
warrant name-sharing with a pig, saying her boys hang it on Dad because he 
“mucks around” in the grounded mire of economics and not their ephemeral 
world of colour and shape. “Cy, 12, thinks he’ll become an architect and 
Jasper, 16, knows he will be an artist – he has ever since he was six.”

Potter leads into a north-facing studio to show Jasper’s mature style of 
earthy figuration, then heads upstairs to a surrealistic bathroom in which Cy 
has stuck vintage travel stickers on suitcases that double as decoration and 
storage. They lend the right amount of incongruity to a Magritte-inspired 
scheme lit by bowler hats hovering over a claw-foot bath. “I love them because 
they are fun and whimsical,” says Potter of the pendant light parodies of British 
imperialism by UK designer Jake Phipps. “You hit the landing, catch a glimpse 
of their floating forms and get the sense you have just seen a ghost.”

According to Potter, the history of Huntingtower – the name festooned 
with ribbons and beasts over an arched entry keystone bearing the carved 
construction date 1890 – is the boom-to-bust story of economic Melbourne. 
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a lover of venice, potter turned  

the master suite into a dreamy 

evocation of the city. she designed 

the four-poster bed, curtained with 

drops of light-diffusing linen and 

backed with cole & son ‘venice’ 

wallpaper. the tolomeo lamps by 

artemide are fixed to the wall.
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opposite: above the living room’s 

limestone fireplace,  designed by 

yovanovitch, is an artwork by mark 

francis. the daybed by James mont, 

circa 1940, was purchased from a 

gallery in new york. in the corner 

hangs a sculpture by franck scurti 

which consists of part bertoia chair 

and a globe in papier mâché.modit 

dolor iriure dolum veliqui bla faci 

eliquate feugait, veniam delisi.

ibh ea feugait, quatum ing ex 
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above: the kitchen was relocated to the conservatory and an aga stove 

installed, below. a disembodied bowler hat light hangs in the boys’ 

bathroom, above left. the boys’ sitting room, opposite, is animated by ingo 

maurer’s ‘bang boom’ zettel’z cartoon light and John baird’s the arch.

The three-storey tower tells of the original owner’s prosperity  
and his intention to spot game from its structure. Depression 
supposedly made his desire short-lived and the house sold in 1897.

Playing with the building’s name and paying homage to the 
conservation work done by her brother-in-law, David, in Botswana, 
Potter frescoed the upstairs powder room in the pink and orange 
bands of a savannah sunset and mounted big-game trophy heads (cast 
in politically correct white porcelain) against the stripes. “The space 
reminds us of being on safari in Namibia and Botswana,” she says. 

For Potter, meaning is steeped in name, artefacts of time and place 
and the history of human endeavour. Indeed, Atticus & Milo, the 
design company she founded in 1998, was so called after two inner-
circle supporters of Marcus Tullius Cicero, the BC Roman philosopher 
and statesman who made the definitive statement about home design: 
“He who has a garden and a library wants for nothing”. 

Potter, who studied law, chemical engineering, history, philosophy 
and Japanese before forging a career in stockbroking, bemoans a world 
without books and spring bulbs. She opens the door to a kitchen 
garden burgeoning with plants and declares a love of nature and mind 
nurture. Her need to know is evidenced everywhere by Babel-like 
towers of books. Potter also admits to mining meaning from a past 
steeped in Roman Catholicism. “I’m lapsed, but the incense, the 
colour, the ritual – it’s so subliminally ingrained.” She points to a 
sunray mirror glowing with halo-like effect behind a Mary McKillop 
cross found at the Camberwell market. “I love how serendipitous, 
incongruous juxtapositions can offer up new meanings.” 

New meaning has been made of ‘formality’ with cross-purpose 
tables furnishing two front rooms. Potter has prioritised “pool and 
parties” in her planning. “We tend to have long dinners and, yes, we 
like our fun,” she says of the contrast of an 1890s billiard table with 
a clean-lined 1990s dining table in rooms once designed around the 
division of class – a dining room feeding to sealed-off butler’s pantry 
and cook’s kitchen. “I do like mixing it up in here.”

She driven to do it, she explains of a compulsion to curate, edit 
and self-educate. “Wherever I go I’m always on, always observing, 
taking shots and notes and filing them away for future reference. It’s 
all a bit random but seems to fit into some bigger scheme.” Her words 
later reverberate when research reveals Atticus had a daughter named 
Caecilia. Yes, it’s a bit random but fits with some universal plan.  vL
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